The effectiveness and accuracy of the superposition method in assessing the dynamic stiffness and damping functions of embedded footings supported by vertical piles in homogeneous viscoelastic soil is addressed. To this end, the impedances of piled embedded footings are compared to those obtained by superposing the impedance functions of the corresponding pile groups and embedded footings treated separately, with the magnitude of the relative average differences being around 10-30%. The results are presented in a set of dimensionless graphs and simple expressions that can be used to estimate the dynamic stiffness and damping of piled embedded footings provided that the impedance functions of its two components are known. This is precisely the reason why the superposition approach studied here is appealing, since such impedance functions for both embedded footings and pile groups are available for a wide range of cases. How to estimate the kinematic response functions of the system when those of the individual components are known is also discussed.
Introduction
A great amount of research has been conducted on the dynamic behaviour of pile groups and embedded footings in elastic or viscoelastic soil [Novak (1974) , Blaney et al. (1976) , Kaynia (1982) , Dobry et al. (1982) , Karabalis and Beskos (1986) , Dobry and Gazetas (1988) , Ahmad and Banerjee (1988) , Mamoon and Banerjee (1990) , Fan et al. (1991) , Gazetas et al. (1991) , Miura et al. (1994) , Boulanger et al. (1999) , Bentley and El Naggar (2000) , Rollins et al. (2003) , Ishihara and Cubrinovski (2004) ]. Reviews have been contributed, among others, by Novak (1991) , Pender (1993) , Gazetas and Mylonakis (1998) and Mylonakis et al. (2006) . A more complex foundation type is that of rigid embedded footings supported by piles under the base slab. Even though such foundations (to be referred hereafter to as "piled embedded footings") are widely used for supporting high-rise structures (e.g., Stewart and Stewart 1997), they have received limited research attention. To the extent of the authors' knowledge, only a few pieces of research have dealt with piled embedded footings  dealing exclusively with gravitational loads (Combarieu and Evrard 1979; Combarieu and Morbois 1982) . This is in contrast to piled rafts (Cooke 1986; Poulos 2001; Reul and Randolph 2003) and soil-pile cap interaction problems (Butterfield and Banerjee 1971, Akinmusuru 1980; Chow and Teh 1991) for which a wider set of research results has been reported. This gap in knowledge provided the initial motivation for the herein reported work.
Given the two-component structure of these foundations (i.e., footing & piles), it is of interest to investigate whether their dynamic behaviour can be approximated by that of their parts analyzed separately and then superimposed. The idea is illustrated in Fig. 1 , in which the system is conceptually decomposed into a pile group with a ground-raised pile cap (i.e., having no contact with the soil) at depth D, and an embedded footing. The concept is only approximate -yet appealing, as it is intuitive and can incorporate a wealth of available data for both pile groups and embedded footings. Note that the embedment effect for the pile group, which is present in the footing, is not considered in order not to be counted twice. This superposition approach, although approximate, is acceptable from a material behavior viewpoint, since the response is linear. Also the development of gap or slippage between soil and pile cap ( Fig. 1) is not defined, as contact effects are not considered.
The object of this work is twofold: a) to provide insight into the dynamic and seismic behaviour of piled embedded footings and b) to offer a practical way for estimating, with engineering accuracy, the impedance (i.e., springs and dashpots) and kinematic response functions for vertical S waves of this class of foundations, taking as the starting point the functions corresponding to footings and piles as separate systems, which are widely available from published material and specific computational tools.
To this end, a rigorous three-dimensional elastodynamic boundary elementfinite element numerical scheme, previously presented in two recent works (Padrón el al. 2007 (Padrón el al. , 2008 , was employed to explore the influence on the response of piled embedded footings of parameters such as pile-to-pile separation, embedment ratio, pile-soil stiffness ratio, number of piles and oscillation frequency. Relating the results of these analyses to the dynamic response of an identical pile group and an embedded footing treated separately, may allow a better understanding of the problem and also the possibility of establishing a simple approach for estimating the dynamic behaviour of the system based on information available in the literature.
Firstly, the numerical model used to perform the analyses is outlined. Secondly, impedance functions of piled embedded footings are obtained and compared to those of an identical footing and pile group computed separately and then superimposed. Thirdly, simplified expressions that provide simple estimates of the impedance functions of the system based on the above superposition scheme are proposed. Finally, kinematic interaction factors for the whole system are computed and compared to those of pile groups and embedded footings.
BEM-FEM coupling model
The results presented in this paper have been obtained using a BEM-FEM scheme for the dynamic analysis of pile groups, where the Finite Element Method (FEM) is used to model the piles, and the Boundary Element Method (BEM) is used to model the soil and the footing.
The time-harmonic elastic behavior of piles, modeled through onedimensional elastic Euler-Bernoulli beams, can be described by an algebraic equation of the type
where
, with K and M being the stiffness and mass matrices of the pile, respectively. Here, ω is the circular excitation frequency, u p is the vector of nodal translation and rotation amplitudes along the pile, F ext is the vector of external forces over the pile, q s is the vector of tractions along the pile-soil interface, and Q is the tractions-to-equivalent nodal forces matrix. In the present study, Eq. (1) is discretized by one-dimensional three-node FEM elements on which displacements and rotations are considered at the extreme nodes.
The Boundary Element Method (Domínguez 1993 , Beskos 1997 ) is used to model the soil, considered to be a three-dimensional, linear, zoned-homogeneous, isotropic, viscoelastic, unbounded region with complex-valued shear modulus  of the type  = Re[] (1+2i), where  is the damping coefficient. If the forces and tractions arising at the soil-pile interfaces are considered as body forces acting within a domain Ω with boundary Γ, the boundary integral equation for the time-harmonic elastodynamic state defined in such domain can be written as:
where c k is the local free term matrix at the collocation point, u and p are the displacement and traction vectors, u * and p * are the elastodynamic fundamental solution tensors representing the response of an unbounded region to a harmonic concentrated unit load, n p is the total number of piles in the domain, Once the footing-soil interface and a small extension of the surrounding free surface, has been discretized into quadratic elements of triangular and quadrilateral shape (Fig. 2) , the boundary integral equation for the elastodynamic problem in the frequency domain can be written for all soil boundaries and pile nodes, leading to the condensed matrix equation
where matrix C contains the free terms corresponding to the collocation process over the pile nodes, H and G are the coefficient matrices arising from the BEM and obtained by numerical integration over the boundary elements, G p and Y are the coefficient matrices obtained by integration over the pile elements, and u s and p s are the vectors of nodal displacements and tractions of boundary elements, respectively.
Imposing equilibrium and compatibility for fully bonded interfaces, Eqs.
(1) and (3) can be coupled in an algebraic system of the type
where b is the known vector computed by prescribing the boundary conditions. To determine the impedances, forced vibrations of the form u(t) = u o exp [it] are imposed at point A in Fig. 1 , where the reference system is defined, with the amplitude of motion, u o , taken as unity. To obtain the kinematic interaction factors for vertically incident time-harmonic planar shear waves, the displacement and traction fields in the soil are considered as the superposition of incident and scattered fields, of which the former is known, thus allowing the statement of the equations in the scattered field with a known right hand vector. In this case, infinitely rigid massless footing and cap are considered. For a detailed description of the model and validation of the numerical tool, the reader is referred to the works by Padrón et al. (2007 Padrón et al. ( , 2008 .
Numerical parametric analyses of piled embedded footings
To investigate the dynamic behaviour of piled embedded square footings in viscoelastic soils, parametric analyses were carried out using the numerical method outlined above. The geometry of the model is depicted in Fig. 1 , where B and D are foundation halfwidth and depth of embedment, L and d are length and sectional diameter of piles, respectively, and s is the centre-to-centre spacing between adjacent piles. In the above, B/s = n/2 with n being the number of piles per side in square configuration. The dimensionless parameter sets considered as part of this investigation are s/d = 2 and 5, D/B = 1 and 2, pile-soil stiffness contrast E p /E s = 1000 and 100, n = 2 and 3 (leading to B/s = 1 and 1.5) and dimensionless frequency a o = ωd/c s from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.05, with c s being the shear wave propagation velocity in the soil. Thus, a total of 336 parameter combinations are considered. The rest of properties, having generally second-order influence on dynamic response, are: mass density contrast between soil and pile ρ s /ρ p = 0.7, pile slenderness ratio L/d = 15, soil material damping coefficient  = 0.05 and soil Poisson's ratio ν s = 0.4. Following Buckingham (1914) , ten dimensionless system parameters were employed in total, as the number of independent, dimensional and dimensionless, variables is thirteen (i.e., , n) and the fundamental units three (i.e., Mass, Length, Time). Note that the pile length to diameter ratio L/d is of secondary importance, as it exceeds the critical slenderness ratio beyond which the pile behaves essentially as an infinitely long foundation element (Randolph 1981) . Note that shear wave velocity c s is not an independent parameter, being merely a function of soil stiffness and density.
In this study, fully bonded contact conditions are considered in the vertical and horizontal interfaces between soil and footing, and soil and pile. The effect of separation between soil and the underside of the footing due to soil erosion and consolidation has been examined in a recent paper (Padrón et al. 2009) .
A sensitivity analysis was performed to establish the characteristics of the optimal meshes leading to meshes of the kind shown in Fig. 2 , in which the free surface discretization extends to eight times the embedment depth D from the footing edge. It should be noticed that due to the symmetry of the problem, only a quarter of the geometry needs to be discretized. The total number of nodes and elements resulting from the above discretization is 3203 and 816, respectively.
Impedance functions
The impedance functions, relating the forces (and moments) applied and the displacements (and rotations) observed at the top of the footing, are complex functions of the form K = k + ia o c, where k and c are the frequency-dependent dynamic stiffness and damping coefficients measured in units of F x L m , m being -1 for the translational modes and +1 for the rotational; i=-1. Also note that the above representation of the impedance functions has the advantage that k and c coefficients have the same units Therefore, the superposition of the dynamic stiffness and damping functions of pile group and embedded footing to obtain the estimated impedance K P of the system is performed as
The impedance functions can also be given in terms of its modulus and phase, defined as
Using these definitions, the comparisons between the dynamic stiffness and damping functions of the piled embedded footing analyzed as a whole (K W ) and by superposition (K P ) will be presented in terms of dimensionless real-valued relative difference of moduli (χ) and phase in degrees (), so that
and
The values of χ and , for different cases, will be presented in the ensuing plots as functions of the dimensionless frequency a o , in such a way that the modulus and phase of the complex-valued dynamic stiffness functions of a complete pile groupembedded foundation system can be estimated with the help of Eqs (8, 9) and the corresponding plots. Evidently, the limits  0 and Θ 0 indicate insignificant interaction between embedded footing and pile group, whereas  1 or  and Θ π suggest dominant interaction effects.
Comparisons between the impedance functions of 2×2 and 3×3 piled embedded footings computed as a whole (K W ) and by superposition (K P ) are shown in Figs. 3 to 6, where the vertical, horizontal, rocking and cross-coupled horizontalrocking modes, respectively, are depicted. Different trends can be observed for each oscillation mode. Parameters s/d and n appear to govern the difference of vertical impedances, though pile-soil stiffness contrast and embedment ratio are also relevant. The difference decreases for narrowly spaced large pile groups, high relative pile-soil stiffness and high embedment ratios. As for the horizontal mode, χ and  are practically independent of n for a o < 0.2 and, in general, decrease for narrowly spaced piles and high embedment ratios. On the other hand, the embedment ratio governs the difference of rocking impedances, which decreases with increasing D/B, though it can be seen that the difference is smaller for small size pile groups. In this case,  is generally smaller than 5º, which, from a practical viewpoint, can be deemed negligible. It is also observed that the difference in the coupling term is independent of n and is not significant for highly spaced pile groups and high embedment ratios, and that a greater variability in the results exists compared to the other impedance functions. Note that  tends to 180º as a o goes to zero in some cases, being this due to the fact that K W x and K P x have opposite signs for static conditions. The decrease in  with an increase in embedment is a common trend to all oscillation modes. It can also be seen that, in the range of frequencies analyzed, the relationship between the impedance functions of the piled embedded footings as a whole and the impedances obtained by superposition is rather independent of n for closely arranged pile groups (s/d = 2). Another interesting observation is the increase of χ and  at frequencies for which the group effect makes the pile foundation stiffer, reason why no significant peaks can be observed in the s/d = 2 curves. This is due to the fact that the interaction between both types of foundation reduces the contribution of the pile group at such frequencies when analyzing the system as a whole. On the other hand,  is always negative in the vertical and horizontal modes at low frequencies, which suggests a higher damping capacity of the pile-reinforced footing than that estimated by superposition. Approximate estimates of  for the vertical, horizontal and rocking modes can be obtained from the regression formulas of Table 1 . 
Kinematic Interaction Factors
Moduli of translational and rotational kinematic response functions I U and I  , respectively, of 2×2 and 3×3 piled embedded footings, pile groups and embedded footings under vertically-incident plane shear waves are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 for s/d = 2 and 5, respectively. Both factors are measured at pile cap level (point A in Fig 1) and are normalized with the free-field motion at the surface, u ff , both being functions of the dimensionless frequency ratio a o = ωd/c s (Blaney et al. 1976)  
The dependence of dimensionless frequency to pile diameter is noteworthy, as kinematic response functions for footings are usually plotted with a dimensionless frequency proportional to the width of the footing (i.e. a' o = ωB/c s ). In this case, the change in scale is linear as
, which can be used to interpret the results in an alternative way.
As it is well known, pile foundations, embedded in soils whose mechanical properties are relatively constant all through the length of the piles, do not filter out the seismic input signal for a large range of frequencies which depends on the pilesoil stiffness contrast E p /E s . However, the fact that the use of piled embedded footings entails a significant filtering of the seismic signal starting at relatively low frequencies is an interesting observation for the conceptual design of structures for earthquake resistance, being a drawback the generation of ample rotations.
Both the translational and rotational kinematic interaction factors are basically independent of n though, obviously, differences can be observed. For amply spaced groups (s/d = 5 , Fig 8) , the embedded footing response is an excellent approximation of the piled footing response. On the other hand, for closely spaced groups (s/d = 2 ,  Fig 7) , the approximation is not so accurate, being slightly conservative for the translational case, but un-conservative for the rotational one, a feature which should be recognized when analyzing tall and stiff structures, such as bridge piers, for which the rotational behaviour of the foundation is important.
Conclusions
Time-harmonic elastodynamic analyses of piled embedded footings were presented to provide insight into the behaviour of this type of foundations in relation to the response of their individual components (embedded footings and pile groups) analyzed separately. To this end, a rigorous three-dimensional frequency-domain boundary-element numerical scheme, coupled with a finite-element technique for the pile elements, was employed. First, a set of 10 dimensionless ratios was derived to describe the problem by means of Buckingham's theorem of dimensional analysis. Secondly, dimensionless plots were computed referring to 336 parameter combinations, for dynamic stiffness functions in vertical, horizontal and rocking modes, and kinematic response coefficients to vertically propagating S waves.
The impedance obtained by superposition of pile group and footing stiffness functions is generally higher than that arising from the analysis of the system as a single problem. This difference can be attributed to interaction phenomena between the pile group and the embedded footing, which are neglected in the superposition approach. More precisely, vertical, horizontal, rocking and cross-coupled terms can be up to 100%, 50%, 20% and 20% higher, respectively, though differences decrease rapidly with frequency. On the other hand, phase differences are normally below 20º and denote that the damping capacity of the system acting as a whole is greater than that estimated from the superposition. This effect is particularly apparent in the vertical and horizontal modes at low frequencies. Besides, the dependence of the response to parameters such as pile-to-pile separation, pile-soil stiffness ratio was elucidated. The effect of embedment was shown to be particularly important, for it was observed that the higher the embedment, the less the difference between rigorous and superposition-based estimates. This trend is anticipated, given the omission of embedment effects in the assessment of pile group impedance.
Overall, the superposition approach was found to be sound as an engineering tool to address the problem at hand, provided that those functions with largest errors are identified and corrected. To do so, a set of dimensionless graphs and simple expressions are provided. Following this procedure, it is possible to estimate, with engineering accuracy, the dynamic stiffness and damping functions of piled embedded footings, assuming that those of embedded footings and pile groups, separately, are obtained by other available procedures.
Under kinematic loading, piled embedded footings were found to be less compliant to soil movement than their parts analyzed separately. Translational kinematic response factors decrease faster with frequency than those corresponding to pile groups or footings alone, while rotational kinematic interaction factors were found to increase more rapidly. Overall, kinematic response of embedded footings was found to provide suitable estimates of the piled embedded footing's behaviour. Gazetas G. and Mylonakis G. (1998 
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